
WRITING A C COMPILER

This is the first post in a series on writing your own C compiler. Here are some reasons to write a compiler.

The information about the character code is not present in the source code but passed on from a compiler
compiling the compiler. I don't know if it's worth reading, but it may be interesting for you to look at it as a
sample of C code that a simple compiler written in 5, lines can handle. Preliminaries Before you start, you
need to decide on two things: what language to write your compiler in, and how to handle parsing and lexing.
Day 43 Rewrote a parser for statements as a recursive-descendent parser instead of an operator-precedence
parser. For example, for "int x", x should not cross a 4 byte boundary. Looking at my code, even though I
wrote it, it feels magical to me that it can handle itself as an input and translate it to assembly. Current version:
1. If I compile some files with GCC and the rest with my compiler, the resulting compiler reports syntax errors
for valid inputs. A compiler is a large, complex program. My compiler emits assembly, so it was very easy to
implement. As such, you'll be exploring different facets of unit testing, integration testing, assertions, contracts
and more. Prerequisites You might not think that you're ready to write a compiler, but if you've been coding
for awhile and know the basics of Python, it's something that you could probably tackle. Even while I'm
implementing a new feature, I was careful to keep the code compile as much as possible, so that I can run
tests. I'd probably finish them, and then start working on improving the output code quality. Flex The day I
started the language, the first thing I wrote was a simple lexer. We write an static program analyzer that checks
the source code for type errors and other semantic problems. We'll build them side-by-side so that we'll always
have a running system we can steadily evolve. Generate code Use the simplest techniques you know. Output
of your parser is an abstract syntax tree. Because I wasn't expecting to be able to approach self-hosting so
soon, I've been using as much new C features as I want without thinking about self-hosting. That made me
tired. Fabrice Bellard , the original creator of TCC, is a genius. That is not the function that prints out the error
message â€” they are not even in the same file. I decided to bisect. Digraphs can be converted to regular
characters at tokenization, so it is useless but also harmless. It does various types of operations, such as
implicit type conversion and label name resolution, while emitting assembly code. I also implemented typeof
which is also a GCC extension. This is very confusing. Run all the tests regularly. They are now explicitly
expressed in AST. A good compiler contains a microcosm of computer science. To stop ambiguities, the
parser must take into account parenthesis and the order of operations. Single pass languages such as pascal
still are easier targets, but computers have plenty of RAM, so fixing up things is easier than it used to be.
When it comes to lexers and parsers, do whatever you want. Code coverage tool is actually useful. Although
most known for his work in the Python community, Dave was formerly a tenure-track assistant professor in
the Department of Computer Science at the University of Chicago where he taught a Compilers course along
with a variety of other topics in systems and programming languages. So, we change parser. Compilers is
often considered a capstone course for computer science majors. Parser The second component in our
compiler is the Parser. Generally, interpreting tends to be more flexible, while compiling tends to have higher
performance. This amazing story was presented by Ken Thompson at his Turing Award lecture. The approach
is unchanged, too. The book carefully teaches us how VM-backed interpreters work, while building our own
compiler and virtual machine.


